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Abstract
Recent advances in immersive computing technology have the potential to accelerate
development of engaging intelligent agents that can guide one or multiple phases of learner
instruction as well as formative or summative assessment. In this spirit, we present a
multimodal dialog system equipped with a virtual human avatar interlocutor. The agent,
developed in Unity with WebGL support, leverages the Help Assistant–Language-Enabled
and Free open-source cloud-based standard-compliant dialog framework. We designed and
implemented a conversational job interview task based on the proposed framework. In this
scenario, the avatar plays the role of an interviewer and responds to user input in real time
to provide an immersive user experience. Initial crowdsourcing experiments demonstrate
the promise of this approach.
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Dialog systems are nowadays becoming increasingly multimodal—interactions that
were hitherto mostly based on voice and text (López-Cózar, Callejas, Griol, & Quesada,
2015) have increasingly started to encompass other input–output (I/O) modalities,
such as video (Bohus & Horvitz, 2010), gesture (Bohus & Horvitz, 2010; Neßelrath &
Alexandersson, 2009), electronic ink (Hastie, Johnston, & Ehlen, 2002; Johnston et al.,
2002), avatars or virtual agents (DeMara et al., 2008; Swartout et al., 2013; Swartout et al.,
2010), and even embodied agents like robots (Gorostiza et al., 2006; Yu, Bohus, & Horvitz,
2015), among others. The use of avatars, virtual agents, and robotic agents in particular
has been popular, as it allows for a more immersive conversational experience.
The research and development community has done signiﬁcant research in this
ﬁeld, which has led to the development of multiple software platforms and solutions for
implementing embodied agents (Baldassarri, Cerezo, & Seron, 2008; Kawamoto et al.,
2004; Kethuneni, August, & Vales, 2009; Rist et al., 2004; Thiebaux, Marsella, Marshall, &
Kallmann, 2008). More recently, there has also been a push toward developing embodied
virtual agents that are empathetic (Fung et al., 2016) and that are directed toward speciﬁc
educational applications such as language learning (Lee, Noh, Lee, Lee, & Lee, 2010),
including the possibility of targeted feedback to participants (Hoque, Courgeon, Martin,
Mutlu, & Picard, 2013). In this research memorandum, we focus on applications similar
to the latter case in the educational domain; in particular, we examine the challenge of
developing a virtual dialog agent that can serve as a job interviewer for workforce training
applications.
Although avatars and other interactive virtual agents remain exciting frontiers of
research and development in the interaction technology domain, many challenges and
design considerations have to be taken into account as well. For instance, the degree of
realism and immersiveness of the interaction experience can elicit varying behaviors and
responses from users, depending on the nature and design of the virtual interlocutor (Astrid,
Krämer, Gratch, & Kang, 2010). Furthermore, inclusion of virtual avatars and agents into
conversational interfaces introduces additional technical infrastucture requirements and
constraints, including, but not limited to, additional memory resources, adequately high
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network connection speeds (especially for cloud-based solutions), and support software.
That being said, the advent of low-cost cloud-based distributed computing infrastructure
and the growing number of open-source software solutions in this area are alleviating some
of these challenges.
The rest of the research memorandum ﬁrst presents our Help Assistant–LanguageEnabled and Free (HALEF)1 multimodal dialog framework and how we designed and
interfaced an avatar with it. We then brieﬂy describe the design of an initial user interaction
study with Amazon Mechanical Turk participants and present the results of that study.

System Design and Implementation
This section ﬁrst describes our existing dialog framework. It then explores the creation of
a prototypical avatar in Unity3D2 and proceeds to describe how such an avatar can be
interfaced with HALEF dialogic applications.

The Help Assistant–Language-Enabled and Free Dialog System
The multimodal HALEF dialog system depicted in Figure 1 leverages diﬀerent open-source
components to form a spoken dialog system (SDS) framework that is cloud based, modular,
and standards compliant. For more details on the architectural components, please refer to
prior publications (Ramanarayanan, Suendermann-Oeft, Lange, Mundkowsky, et al., 2016;
Yu et al., 2016).

Interfacing the Avatar With the Help Assistant–Language-Enabled and Free
System
In this section, we describe the data ﬂow to and from the avatar-based multimodal HALEF
system. Callers use a Web browser–based interface to call into the system. This Web
application is written in HTML, CSS, and Javascript. The Media Capture and Streams
application programming interface3 enables access to the computer’s audio and video input
devices via the Web browser. We use WebRTC4 and Verto, FreeSWITCH’s implementation
ETS RM-18-02
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Figure 1. The Help Assistant–Language-Enabled and Free multimodal dialog
framework with virtual avatar support for educational learning and assessment
applications.
for signaling, to send video and audio to FreeSWITCH and receive audio back from
FreeSWITCH. We deploy an Apache server to host all resources, including the Unity3D
WebGL build of the avatar that the user loads into the browser. When the call comes
in from the user, HALEF starts the dialog with an audio prompt that ﬂows out of the
HALEF system via Asterisk over Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)/Real-Time Transport
Protocol (RTP) to FreeSWITCH. FreeSWITCH then sends the audio to the Web browser
via WebRTC. The user then gives a response to the system that ﬂows through WebRTC
to FreeSWITCH and then through SIP/RTP to Asterisk. During the teleconference, the
user’s video and audio interactions are continuously streamed and recorded. We also
use a message server implemented in Node.js5 to receive commands from the Web server
(speciﬁed in the VXML code) and forward them to the avatar run time setup in the users
browser page. These commands allow us to puppeteer the avatar and trigger diﬀerent
behaviors at speciﬁc points in the callﬂow that blend smoothly with the avatar’s default
idling behavior—examples include raising a hand or nodding and shaking the head.
Once the Asterisk server receives the call, it establishes a SIP session with the voice
browser, which in turn initiates a SIP session with the speech server. The servers negotiate
the necessary streaming protocols via Session Description Protocol and set up the required
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RTP connections for the media streams. Completion of this process successfully establishes
a communication channel between the user and HALEF’s components. Once the session
is established, Asterisk streams audio via RTP to the speech server. The voice browser
will then fetch the VXML code from the Web server based on the extension that has been
called. It identiﬁes the resources that the speech server will need to prepare for dialog turn
and requests them via MRCPv2 from the speech server. A typical dialog turn follows the
following pattern: The voice browser requests speech recognition from the speech server.
When the caller starts speaking, the voice activity detector ﬁres and identiﬁes voiced
portions of the speech; then, the speech is sent to the Kaldi ASR engine, which starts
the decoding process. When the voice activity detector ﬁnds that the caller has ﬁnished
speaking, the recognition result is sent back to the voice browser, which processes it and
sends this answer to the spoken language understanding module. The output of the spoken
language understanding module is subsequently sent to the dialog manager, which evaluates
and generates VXML code with the ﬁnal response to be played back (or spoken out by the
speech synthesizer, if there is no prerecorded audio). The voice browser then interprets this
VXML code and sends a synthesis/playback request to the speech server with the response.
The speech server plays back/synthesizes the response and passes the result back via RTP
to Asterisk, which forwards the audio signal to the user. Once the voice browser parses a
VXML page that indicates the end of the application, the voice browser initiates a cleanup
to close all open channels and resources. This ends the SIP session with Asterisk, which
ﬁnally triggers Asterisk to send an end-of-call signal to the user.

Building an Avatar in Unity3D
We used the Unity3D game-building developer environment to customize an avatar for our
purposes. Because designing and building an avatar from scratch is both time and labor
intensive, we leveraged existing assets from Morph3d6 (which were not open source but
can be obtained for a reasonable cost). In addition, we used Mixamo7 to customize the
imported assets with a few desired animations that might be required of an automated
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interviewer virtual agent, such as nodding of the head and movement of the arms. Figure 1
shows a thumbnail of the ﬁnal avatar with which callers interact.
Crowdsourcing Experiments
We used Amazon Mechanical Turk for our crowdsourcing experiments aimed at investigating
user experience with the avatar interview item. Crowdsourcing, and particularly Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk, has been used in the past for assessing SDSs and for collecting interactions
with SDSs (Jurcıcek et al., 2011; McGraw, Lee, Hetherington, Seneﬀ, & Glass, 2010;
Ramanarayanan, Suendermann-Oeft, Lange, Ivanov, et al., 2016; Rayner, Frank, Chua,
Tsourakis, & Bouillon, 2011). In addition to reading instructions and calling in to the
system, users were requested to ﬁll out a 2- to 3-minute survey regarding the interaction.
There were no particular restrictions on who could do the spoken dialog task, as we did not
want to constrain the pool of people calling in to the system initially.
We designed an interview task that instructs callers to act as a job candidate in an
interview with a virtual interviewer agent. Please see Ramanarayanan, Suendermann-Oeft,
Ivanov, and Evanini (2015) for a detailed call ﬂow schematic corresponding to this task. As
part of the task, the participant clicks a Web page button to start a call with the system
and then proceeds to answer the sequence of questions the virtual avatar interviewer poses.

Observations and Analysis
In an initial deployment of the avatar-based interview on Amazon Mechanical Turk,
we collected approximately 56 calls, out of which approximately half were disrupted by
technical issues (including long loading times for the Unity avatar application, network
connection issues, etc.). To better understand the usability of the system, we asked all
callers to rate various aspects of their interactions with the system on a scale from 1 to 5, 1
being least satisfactory and 5 being most satisfactory (see Figure 2).
We observed that out of 28 callers who were able to interact for more than 20
seconds, most were able to complete the call successfully. Callers also rated the audio
intelligibility, engagement, and appropriateness of the system responses highly, with a
ETS RM-18-02
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Figure 2. User experience ratings for all calls into the system that were more
than 20 seconds long. Ratings are on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (least
satisfactory) to 5 (most satisfactory). Diﬀerent rating dimensions are presented
along the x axis, whereas the y axis shows the number of calls. Please see the
text for more details.
median rating of 5. System latency impacted user experience most negatively, with a
median rating of 3. Latency issues, along with a suboptimal degree of spoken language
understanding and overall system performance (a measure of whether the system performed
per user expectations and if responses were appropriate), were likely instrumental in
contributing to a median overall caller experience rating of 4, instead of the desired
maximum rating. Nonetheless, these are encouraging numbers, given that this was only an
initial study.

Discussion and Outlook
We have described enhancements to the HALEF dialog framework that allow one to
puppeteer a virtual human avatar designed using the Unity3D integrated developer
environment. Although we have successfully deployed a conversational interview item with
such an avatar-rigged setup among crowdsourced participants, there is much room for
improvement and further research.
The improvement of user experience, speciﬁcally with respect to eliminating delays
and improving synchronization between speech and avatar movements, will be a key focus
of future work. Two technical challenges are worth noting. First, because the avatar is a
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WebGL component in the browser page, commands sent to it are necessarily in a diﬀerent
stream than the audio to be played in sync with it; unless these streams happen to be
packetized together (at a level in the network stack below the control of the processes
involved), they will be vulnerable to network delays en route that can disrupt their
synchronization. Second, because Unity WebGL components typically require minutes to
load, hosting them in the browser page imposes a long initial wait. A potential solution to
both challenges is to render the WebGL component on the server side before taking any
calls and then streaming the avatar video and the speech audio as a uniﬁed stream. If the
interaction style were to remain strictly turn based, in which the server does not interpret
or act on user input until the user indicates that he or she has ﬁnished his or her turn (as
virtually all current SDS and chatbot systems do), then the WebGL component could be
replaced with video recordings of the avatar or of a human actor. However, our nascent
work on tracking engagement from video of the user naturally leads away from strict turn
taking, because it allows the avatar to perform back-channel addressee actions, such as
facial expressions, during the user’s turn without making an interruption. To maintain this
option, we intend to continue work on an avatar that can be puppeteered through both its
turn and the user’s. In addition, we plan to collect more data from participants to improve
the models and the accuracy of the system. Another interesting enhancement already in
the works is to incorporate real-time engagement tracking into the system based on caller
audio and video, which aims to deliver a more immersive and context-sensitive interaction
experience to users.
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